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Caillou’s Greatest
Skate of All
November 14
Singalongs, audience participation and exciting
displays of inline skating guarantee fun for Caillou
fans of any age, at The Centre in Vancouver for
Performing Arts (page 29).
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The 39 Steps
You’ve never seen Hitchcock like this before: the master of suspense’s classic
film is performed live, almost verbatim, by four actors. One portrays the lead
character, one plays the trio of love interests, and two perform more than 100 other
characters—everything from villains to children to the occasional inanimate object.
Catch all the craziness at the Stanley Industrial Alliance Stage (page 49).

Billy Connolly
November 25 and 26
The Scottish comedian/actor has played
everything from a hitman to Queen Victoria’s
servant-turned-companion to a collar-wearing
pet zombie, and he’s regularly voted one of the
most popular comics in Britain. See “The Big
One” for yourself at the Queen Elizabeth Theatre (page 30), but be ready for ribald humour
peppered with f-bombs.
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To November 21

photos: kate nash by Pat Graham. ozzy osbourne by Jennifer Tzar. canucks by Jeff Vinnick courtesy Vancouver Canucks
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Anne-Sophie Mutter
November 9
The Grammy Award–winning German violin
virtuoso has been wowing audiences since
she was a young child. She is joined on
stage at the Orpheum Theatre (page 30)
by Yuri Bashmet (viola) and Lynn Harrell
(cello) for an evening of Beethoven.
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kate nash
Commodore
Ballroom
The young
singer-songwriter
promotes her
second album
(page 54).
gait to
the spirit
Scotiabank
Dance Centre
First day of
the festival of
classical Indian
dance (page 30).
ozzy
osbourne
Rogers Arena
No longer biting
the heads off
bats, the hard
rocker still puts
on an entertaining
show (page 31).
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robyn
Venue
The busy Swedish
singer-songwriter
is releasing
three albums
this year
(page 54).
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Myla
Goldberg
JCC Jewish
Book Festival
The author talks
about her bestseller, Bee Season
(page 30).
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29
30
For complete listing information, prices and times, turn to page 29

vancouver
canucks
Rogers Arena
The local lads
take on the San
Jose Sharks
(page 49).
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